Poet and policy of revolution. It was successfully practised nearer painter home, in Ireland.
Strange it was that when Sinn Fein won its freedom so few of her writers remained in Dublin. Even A. E. was growing restless there, Like Yeats he respected de Valera; but there were tendencies in the Free State which A. E. disliked. Was it he, or Yeats, who told how Parnell came down the road, and said to a cheering man, 'Ireland shall get her freedom and you still break stones'? A. E. took rooms in London, brought his books with him, and except the summer's painting in his beloved Donegal, made no plans * for returning to Ireland.
He was devoted to his painting. 'Do you like writing as well as painting?' he wrote to me. 'I don't, though I can't paint or draw otherwise than as an untaught amateur. When I write my best poem there is nothing to look at except bad handwriting—the zest of the eye is not satisfied. But if I paint, something begins to grow under my fingers—my ignorance of painting prevents my knowing how bad it is/
And he wrote again from i, Brunswick Gardens, 24,11.34:
Dear Rothenstein,
How lucky you are going to paint. While I who want to paint more than anything am solicited to devise economic themes to preserve ancient Indian cultures in American reservations and I do not know what else. Do you remember the Gita? 'Let a man attend to his own Dharma. The Dharma of another is full of danger/ Once I gave up art for poetry and poetry for economics, and have had no peace with either art or poetry or economics. You have stuck to your Dharma and will go on painting happily to the end of your days and will probably go on painting masterpieces in your Paradise.
Yes, thanks, I will come on Thursday. Will I bring a
sandwich and a thermos flask of tea in case you forget I am
coming? You remember last time you asked me you went
off on an orgy of painting and when you returned you had
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